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ABSTRACT
This paper provides an overview of the tool, language, and methodology used for Verification and Validation Planning
on the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) Project. LSST has implemented a Model Based Systems Engineering
(MBSE) approach as a means of defining all systems engineering planning and definition activities that have historically
been captured in paper documents. Specifically, LSST has adopted the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) standard
and is utilizing a software tool called Enterprise Architect, developed by Sparx Systems. Much of the historical use of
SysML has focused on the early phases of the project life cycle. Our approach is to extend the advantages of MBSE into
later stages of the construction project. This paper details the methodology employed to use the tool to document the
verification planning phases, including the extension of the language to accommodate the project’s needs. The process
includes defining the Verification Plan for each requirement, which in turn consists of a Verification Requirement,
Success Criteria, Verification Method(s), Verification Level, and Verification Owner. Each Verification Method for
each Requirement is defined as a Verification Activity and mapped into Verification Events, which are collections of
activities that can be executed concurrently in an efficient and complementary way. Verification Event dependency and
sequences are modeled using Activity Diagrams. The methodology employed also ties in to the Project Management
Control System (PMCS), which utilizes Primavera P6 software, mapping each Verification Activity as a step in a
planned activity. This approach leads to full traceability from initial Requirement to scheduled, costed, and resource
loaded PMCS task-based activities, ensuring all requirements will be verified.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) project was an early adopter of Model Based Systems Engineering
(MBSE) due to its inherent advantages over the traditional document-based approach. Using the MBSE approach does
not change the activities that the systems engineers perform or the deliverables produced; however, the documents are no
longer the primary artifacts. As summarized by Delligatti: “With the MBSE approach, the primary artifact of those
activities is an integrated, coherent, and consistent system model, created by using a dedicated systems modeling tool.
All other artifacts are secondary – automatically generated from the system model using that same modeling tool.”1 With
an MBSE approach, each design decision is captured as one element in the model – sometimes referred to as one fact in
one place. The return on investment for MBSE is apparent when changes to the requirements or design are made; an
element only needs to be updated once in the model, and that change is automatically propagated throughout to the
model to all diagrams where that element appears. Traditionally, when a change is made in the old document-based
document approach, the systems engineer has to determine all documents that require updating and then manually update
all of them, which is a timely and error-prone approach.
1.1 Three Pillars of MBSE as applied to LSST V&V
The successful implementation of MBSE requires the selection of a modeling language, modeling tool, and modeling
method. The modeling language defines the set of rules that a well-formed model must adhere to so that a third party
can unambiguously interpret the model in the manner that the author intended. Modeling tools are a special class of
software tools that are designed and implemented to comply with the rules of one or more modeling languages. The
modeling method is the project-specific or team-specific documented set of design tasks that ensures everyone is
building the system model consistently and working towards a common end point.
The LSST Project Systems Engineering (PSE) team has chosen the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) as the
modeling language and Sparx Systems’ Enterprise Architect as the modeling tool. SysML, in the broadest sense, is a
language that has the capability to model in four systems engineering domains: requirements, behavior, structure, and
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parametric. SysML is very comprehensive for design activities – e.g., the allocation of requirements to behaviors and
structures; the definition of system functions and behaviors via activity diagrams, sequence diagrams, and state machine
diagrams; the definition of structure (logical and/or physical) and interfaces through block definition diagrams and
internal block diagrams; the further decomposition of these domains to lower levels of granularity as needed; and
mathematical modeling through the use of parametric diagrams. However, the same level of detail is not specified for
the systems engineering activities performed on the right hand side of the traditional Systems Engineering Vee diagram:
verification and validation.2 While SysML does define a specific type of an element for this, the Test Case, the definition
is not to the same level of detail that is specified in the breadth of stereotypes available in each of the domains on the left
hand side of the Vee.
Rather than returning to the old, document-based approach due to these shortcomings, the LSST PSE team decided to
use the extensibility of SysML to extend the language through the creation of custom stereotypes to fit the project’s
needs. This approach allows the LSST project to leverage the strong design definition and refinement capabilities of the
baseline SysML language while maintaining the capability to model the more detailed V&V planning activities that a
complex hardware and software system project demands.
This paper will present LSST’s modeling method for Verification & Validation planning activities. LSST’s defined
modeling method for V&V consists of two parts: a tool/language-independent process and a tool/language-specific
implementation strategy. The paper will first review the Verification and Validation process that the LSST project has
adopted, with a specific focus on the V&V planning steps. Subsequently, it will be shown how the LSST project
implemented the defined V&V process in EA SysML, including how a new Verification Planning stereotyped element
was created to fill in the gaps where the baseline SysML language does not cover the project’s needs.

2. LSST VERIFICATION & VALIDATION PROCESS
The LSST Project Systems Engineering office developed and released a project-wide Verification and Validation
Process document that sets the framework for a consistent approach to verification and validation planning, compliance
assessments, and reporting for all project-controlled specifications and Interface Control Documents.
LSST follows the traditional Systems Engineering “Vee” approach to elicitation of stakeholder needs, requirements
generation, requirements decomposition and allocation, design synthesis, and incremental integration, verification, and
validation (see Figure 1). The V&V process spans the entire life-cycle of the design, construction and commissioning
project, beginning at the start of the project during the elicitation of needs from stakeholders and continuing until
commissioning is complete. Implicit between each step is a feedback loop for refinement of earlier steps.
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Figure 1. The Systems Engineering “Vee” Diagram, as implemented by LSST.
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2.1 A Brief Review of Verification & Validation
The terms “verification” and “validation” continue to be misused by engineers, scientists, and managers in common
conversation. Consequently, a brief review of these terms is provided in this section.
Verification ensures that the system, its elements, and its interfaces conform to their requirements; it ensures “you built it
right.” Verification encompasses the tasks, actions, and activities performed to evaluate the progress and effectiveness
of the evolving system solution and to measure compliance with requirements. A continuous feedback of verification
data helps to reduce risk and to identify problems early. The goal is to completely verify the system’s capability to meet
all requirements prior to the operational stage of the program’s life-cycle. Problems uncovered during operations are
very costly to correct. As such, early discovery of deviations from requirements reduces overall project risk and helps
the project deliver a successful system at a reasonable cost.
Validation provides objective evidence that the services provided by a system when in use in an operational environment
comply with the stakeholders’ needs; it ensures “you built the right thing.”
A specific type of validation is Requirements Validation. Requirements Validation is the process to ensure that the
highest level technical requirements properly reflect the stakeholders’ stated needs. Stakeholders should be involved in
this process to review and modify the requirements as necessary. Validating requirements early in the project life-cycle
increases the likelihood that engineered system will meet the stakeholders’ needs without additional costly modifications
after the system is designed and verified.
Typically, verification begins at the lowest level to which requirements have been decomposed. As lower level
components are integrated into higher level assemblies, the interface requirements between the components are verified
as well as the assembly-level requirements. Once the system-level requirements have been verified, a Final Verification
Review can be conducted to review the final Verification Compliance Matrices. Once the results have been ratified as
acceptable, the system is considered successfully verified.
2.2 Verification Planning and Scheduling Steps
The LSST Verification process, shown in Figure 2, traverses the entire span of the LSST Design, Development, and
Construction project, beginning with the identification of all the requirements and ending with the Final Acceptance
Review (FAR), which in the case of the LSST project, is defined as the Operations Readiness Review (ORR).
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Figure 2. The LSST Verification Process begins with Requirements Identification and ends with Final Acceptance Review.
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This paper will focus on the steps in the process directly related to Verification Planning and Scheduling, identified as
steps 3 through 5 in Figure 2. These steps, while sometimes overlooked or skipped by projects, ensure that all
requirements are mapped to Verification Events. Additionally, these planning and scheduling steps attempt to make
efficient use of Verification Activities, with the goal of combining the verification of requirements into a concise number
of Verification Events. This explicit review of the verification plans before scheduling events allows for like
Verification Activities to be grouped, eliminating redundant activities, which ultimately saves the project cost and
schedule.
An overview of Steps 3 through 5 is provided below in order to give context to the objects and stereotypes utilized
during the EA SysML implementation.
2.3 Step 3 – Verification Planning
Verification Planning is conducted to define how each requirement will be verified. The reasons for conducting
thorough Verification Planning are many, including:
•

Writing verification plans in tandem with the development and refinement of requirements helps ensure that
your requirements are verifiable early in the project’s lifecycle. This reduces the number of iterations required
to refine the requirements to an acceptable level of fidelity.

•

Writing verification plans allows the project to more accurately estimate the cost and schedule of the
Commissioning phase of the project, which includes acceptance of subassemblies and subsystems, integration,
verification, and validation.

•

Writing verification plans allows the Project Systems Engineering team to identify and group similar
verification activities into a smaller number of verification events. By verifying as many requirements as
possible in each scheduled verification event, the project is able to eliminate the cost and schedule of
conducting similar or redundant verification activities multiple times.

A verification plan consists of defining for each requirement:
•

Verification Owner: This is the functional team that has responsibility for conducting the verification
activities. Options are Project Systems Engineering, Camera, Telescope & Site, OCS, Data Management, and
Education and Public Outreach.

•

Verification Method: Options are Test, Demonstration, Analysis, and Inspection. The Verification Methods
are defined as:
o Inspection: An examination of the item against applicable documentation to confirm compliance with
requirements. Inspection is used to verify properties best determined by examination and observation
(e.g., paint color, weight, etc.)
o Analysis: Use of analytical data or simulations under defined conditions to show theoretical
compliance. Analysis (including simulation) is used where verifying to realistic conditions cannot be
achieved or is not cost-effective and when such means establish that the appropriate requirement,
specification, or derived requirement is met by the proposed solution.
o Demonstration: A qualitative exhibition of functional performance, usually accomplished with no or
minimal instrumentation. Demonstration (a set of verification activities with system stimuli selected
by the system developer) may be used to show that system or subsystem response to stimuli is suitable.
Demonstration may also be appropriate when requirements or specifications are given in statistical
terms (e.g., mean time to repair, average power consumption, etc.)
o Test: An action by which the operability, supportability, or performance capability of an item is
verified when subjected to controlled conditions that are real or simulated. These verifications often
use special test equipment or instrumentation to obtain very accurate quantitative data for analysis.3

•

Verification Level: Options are Same as Requirement, Higher Level Assembly, and Lower Level Assembly.
This is defined to let other relevant teams know if verification is expected at a different level. The Verification
Levels are defined as:
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o
o

o

Same as Requirement: The verification activities take place at the same hierarchical level as the
requirement that is being verified.
Higher Level Assembly: The verification activities take place at a higher level assembly than the
requirement that is being verified. For example, this would apply if a sub-system level requirement is
only going to be verified at the system level.
Lower Level Assembly: The verification activities take place at a lower level assembly than the
requirement that is being verified. For example, this would apply if a sub-system level requirement is
only going to be verified at the sub-sub-system or component level.

•

Verification Requirement: This is a statement that defines precisely what will be done to verify the
requirement. If a test or demonstration is to be conducted, it should state what type of test or demonstration
will take place (for example, a vibration test), where it will take place (if known), and if any special test
equipment is required (special test equipment is defined as any equipment that is not typically available at the
facility at which the test or demonstration will be conducted). It should also specify what project hardware
and/or software is needed. If an analysis is to be conducted, the analysis tool should be specified as well as any
boundary conditions and limiting assumptions that are relevant to the analysis.

•

Success Criteria: This is a statement that defines the explicit pass/fail criteria. This statement should be clear
enough that an independent third party observer should be able to determine if the verification event was
successful or not. For performance and other quantitative requirements, the success criteria should include the
specific value (or range), units, and any statistical information necessary.

More than one Verification Method may be defined for a requirement if deemed necessary. In such a case, each method
should be discussed in terms of the subsequent parameters. Each specific instance of a Verification Method is referred
to as a Verification Activity.
Note that SysML defines a Test Case stereotype which is intended for verification, but it does not include the planning
attributes as defined in this section of the paper. The extension of the SysML language to include all of the Verification
Planning attributes is detailed in Section 3.2 of this paper.
2.4 Step 4 – Identify Task Interdependency
The next step in the verification process is to identify the interdependencies of the Verification Activities. Typically,
after defining all of the Verification Activities during Verification Planning, one will notice that some Verification
Activities can be naturally grouped and conducted at the same time. For instance, a group of Verification Activities may
all require the same test hardware. In these cases, it may make sense to compile multiple Verification Activities into a
Verification Event, which can result in cost and schedule savings for the program, as redundant or nearly redundant
activities can be eliminated.
The mapping of Verification Activities into Verification Events must be well documented to ensure that no Verification
Activities are forgotten and get overlooked.
Verification Activities can then be sequenced to show
predecessor/successor relationships, which then become key inputs to Verification Scheduling.
2.5 Step 5 – Schedule Verification Events
Once Verification Activities are reviewed and grouped into Verification Events where appropriate, the Verification
Events must be scheduled. Predecessor/Successor relationships are analyzed along with any additional constraints
specified (such as availability of hardware or software needed) to create an integrated verification schedule. A
reasonable amount of time for contingency should be factored into the overall schedule to account for Verification
Activities that may not meet their Success Criteria on the first attempt, require rework, or are delayed due to hardware or
software unavailability, etc.

3. SYSML IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY
This section documents how LSST has chosen to implement the LSST V&V Process in EA SysML, beginning with
capturing requirements and moving through to the scheduling of Verification Events.
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3.1 Defining Requirements
As requirements are defined, refined and derived into lower level requirements, they are placed in to the EA SysML
model. Each specification from the LSST Specification Tree is modeled as a version-controlled package within the
model (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The EA SysML Project Browser Package Hierarchy corresponds to the LSST Specification Tree.

Furthermore, the hierarchy of requirements within the model is defined using the “Contains” relationship, which is
notated by a connector with a circle with an internal cross on the “parent” end of the connector (see Figure 4). The
“Derived” relationship is used when deriving lower level requirements from higher level requirements. Note that these
are different views of requirements hierarchy and relationships – one is used solely for model organization (“Contains”),
and the other is used for classical requirements engineering hierarchy (“Derived”). Both of these views are useful but
should not be confused with one another. The model hierarchy using packages and “Contains” relationships to organize
requirements is utilized when auto-generating classical paper-based specifications from the model. LSST uses a report
generation tool within Enterprise Architect for this purpose.
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Figure 4. The Data Processing Requirements Diagram from the Obs. System Specification in the EA SysML Model.

This EA SysML implementation step corresponds to Steps 1 & 2 in the LSST V&V Process.
3.2 Extending the SysML stereotype for LSST Verification Planning
Where SysML specifically does not meet LSST’s V&V needs is in the area of Step 3, Verification Planning, from the
LSST V&V Process (Figure 2). SysML defines a Test Case stereotype, but it does not have any of the planning
attributes outlined in Section 2.3 of this paper.
SysML is an extension (i.e. a stereotype) of the Unified Modeling Language (UML), used for the modeling of software
projects. SysML, by design, can be further extended to fit an end user’s specific needs. The SysML specification for the
requirements domain defines a Requirements element, a Test Case element, and a set of 6 commonly used relationships
(containment, trace, derived requirement, refine, satisfy, and verify). LSST has chosen to take the SysML Requirements
Metaclass and use that for the basis of a custom extension, called VerificationPlanning that will include all of the
additional project-specific fields defined in Section 2.2 of this paper.
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Figure 5. The Profile Package Diagram that defines the VerificationPlanning stereotype

The creation of a new Stereotype is defined in a special type of Package Diagram called a Profile. See Figure 5 for the
VerificationPlanning stereotype profile package diagram. The extension begins by defining the metaclass from which
one wants to create the new stereotype. The SysML 1.3 Requirement metaclass was chosen because it is desired to have
the VerificationPlanning stereotype able to appear on requirements diagrams and be compatible with all of the
requirements relationships. A stereotype object named “VerificationPlanning” was created, and a generalization
relationship (notated by a solid line with an unfilled arrowhead on one end) was drawn from the VerificationPlanning
object to the SysML1.3::requirement metaobject. Each of the custom attributes (VerificationOwner, VerificationMethodPrimary, VerificationMethod-Secondary, VerificationLevel, VerificationRequirement, and SuccessCriteria) was added
as global “Tagged Values” to the new stereotype object. Several of the Tagged Values have a predefined list of
acceptable parameters. “Enumerations” were created to define a set of literals (legal values) for the applicable tagged
values. Several additional tool-specific steps are required to save the profile and make the stereotype available to the rest
of the project.
3.3 Creating Verification Plans and Mapping to Test Cases (Verification Events)
With the VerificationPlanning strereotype in place and available to the rest of the LSST SysArch project, relationships
can now be made from Requirements to VerificationPlanning to Verification Events (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Mapping Requirements to VerificationPlanning elements and subsequently on to Test Cases

A subset of requirements from the Observatory System Specification (OSS) is shown on this requirements diagram. The
subset shown are those dealing with Image Quality, displayed in yellow. Child requirements are related to the parent
Image Quality requirement using a Contains relationship. Quantitative parameters for requirements are captured as
attributes within Constraint Blocks that are related to their associated requirement using the Refines relationship.
Each requirement has an associated VerificationPlanning element, related to it with the Refines relationship.
Subsequently, like Verification Activities are mapped to Verification Events using the Verifies relationship. The Test
Case SysML element is used to model Verification Events.
In the example shown in Figure 6, both the System Image Quality requirement and the Image Quality Subsystem
Allocations requirement are verified by the Commissioning Image Quality Test Verification Event (in the case of the
Image Quality Subsystem Allocations requirement, it is partially verified by this Verification Event, as it is mapped to
subsystem level Verification Events as well).
This EA SysML implementation step corresponds to Step 3 in the LSST V&V Process.
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3.4 Sequencing Test Cases
Associated Verification Events (Test Cases) are then sequenced on Activity Diagrams to show predecessor/ successor
relationships, events that are conducted in parallel/ series, and any outside constraints that must be realized before a
Verification Event can be executed. The results of these Activity Diagrams can then be used to validate or update the
LSST’s Integrated Master Schedule for the Commissioning period. Figure 7 shows the “Image Quality Verification
Event Sequencing” Activity Diagram.
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Figure 7. Example of using an Activity Diagram to sequence Test Cases

The example diagram shown in Figure 7 communicates the required sequence and associated constraints of five of the
Test Cases shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 conveys that after the Activity begins, two parallel paths of Test Cases can
execute in parallel. This is conveyed using a Fork Node. The first path shows a series of subsystem level Camera
Verification Events; the second path shows a series of subsystem level Telescope & Site Verification Events. The first
Camera Test Event, “Camera Focal Plane Acceptance Test”, has an additional constraint modeled as an Activity
Parameter in SysML. This conveys that the “Camera Focal Plane Acceptance” Test Case cannot begin until the
“Completed Focal Plane Array” passes a control token to it, which simply conveys that the camera focal plane array
must be completed before the test case may begin. Subsequently, the “Camera Image Quality Analysis” Test Case can
execute. In parallel, the “T&S Image Quality Analysis” and the subsequent “T&S Image Quality Test” can occur. This
diagram conveys no constraints on whether the Camera Focal Plane Acceptance Test or the T&S Image Quality Analysis
must occur first, and indeed that is the case. The two parallel paths are then merged back together using a Join Node.
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Diagraam then terminnates with the Activity
Final Node.
This EA SysM
ML implementation step corrresponds to Steep 4 in the LSS
ST V&V Proceess.
3.5 Refinem
ment of Test Cases
C
As plans maature, individual Verificationn Events can be
b further detaailed by associating them with
w their own detailed
behavior diaggram to speciffy the individuual steps and actions
a
that muust occur to exxecute the Veriification Eventt. These
detailed Behhavior diagrams can then be used as direct inputs by the Commissioninng team for wrriting detailed test and
analysis proccedure documeents. Figure 8 shows an exam
mple of an Acttivity Diagram
m being used to define the dettailed set
of Actions annd Constraints associated witth the “Commissioning Imagee Quality Test”” Test Case.
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This example follows the same use of SysML elements and logic as was used in Figure 7, however, the one difference is
that the off-white elements in the diagram no longer represent Test Cases but instead are modeled as Actions, which are
individual steps within a single Activity, which in turn represents a single Test Case.
3.6 Mapping Test Cases to PMCS Activities
An important aspect of LSST’s Verification & Validation Planning process is ensuring that it is capable of being
integrated with LSST’s Project Management Control System (PMCS), which is utilized by the Project Management
Office (PMO) to control and manage the Integrated Master Schedule (IMS) as well as to conduct Earned Value
Management (EVM). The V&V Planning implementation methodology ties in to the IMS (which utilizes Primavera P6)
as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The V&V Process ensures mapping of Verification Event Activities & Actions to PMCS activity steps.

In the example shown in Figure 9, the previously discussed “Commissioning Image Quality Test” Test Case is mapped
to a specific activity in the IMS. In this case, because a detailed Activity Diagram is present, each of the individual
Actions on the Activity Diagram can be mapped as steps within the IMS activity. This allows the project to take earned
value credit on an action-by-action basis for this activity. Additionally, this explicit mapping ensures that each
requirement will be formally verified by a scheduled, costed, and resource loaded PMCS activity.
Because the commissioning portion of the IMS was developed prior to the development of detailed V&V plans, this step
in the V&V process acts as an independent assessment of the schedule’s completeness. The schedule will be refined and
updated if additional verification events, constraints, or predecessor/successor relationships are uncovered through the
course of developing detailed V&V plans.
This EA SysML implementation step corresponds to Step 5 in the LSST V&V Process.

4. CONCLUSION
LSST’s selected MBSE language (SysML), while comprehensive for Design and Development efforts, does not include
the robust set of tools needed by the project for V&V planning. The solution to this problem was to utilize the extensible
nature of SysML to extend the language to meet the project’s need through the creation of a custom
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VerificationPlanning stereotype. LSST’s methodology of implementing the V&V process in SysML, utilizing the
Enterprise Architect tool, provides full traceability from Requirement to scheduled, costed, and resource loaded PMCS
Activity, ensuring that all requirements will be formally verified and that all Verification Activities will be tracked using
EVMS.
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